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Honors Project Proposal
Trinidad Montez
Advisors: Laney Fugett and Dr. Philip Titus
Part I – Research Questions
When working in a design field, it is never just about creating something. Rather, it is
about creating something that serves the needs of the user. Both the user and the client must be
able to understand it and use it without complaint. Not all wants are needs in the design world,
and it is entirely possible that the things a client wants to include will detract from the primary
use of the solution. The needs of the client are not always apparent and are not always known to
the client. As a designer, it can be difficult to know these things, but the best way to obtain these
insights is to conduct research. I am enrolled in a user experience class that has changed the way
I have thought about designing. With all these things in mind, I propose my research question.
How can applying principles of design and user experience, aided by theoretical marketing
research, be implemented to achieve the visual communication goals and objectives of Graphic
Arts Consulting?
Part II – Literature Review
Marketing for small businesses differs from marketing for large corporations, often
because of the budget. Marketing will also differ depending on the medium and type of business.
Miller et al. (2016) reviewed statistics from a Salesforce survey on the effectiveness of businessto-business marketing. Because of Mr. Spontelli’s budget, the best business-to-business
marketing for this situation would be having a website as a marketing tool, using search engine
optimization, and having mobile integration. The effectiveness of these in the survey results was
higher than those that did not and the options that are accessible to the client. This source

precedes the project and establishes the need for a website as a business. Because having a
website, specifically having a mobile integrated website, is a big part of marketing the client’s
consulting services I want to understand what would draw users in. To gain insight into the needs
of the users, I will follow an integrated marketing framework to understand the choices the
consumers are making to get to the purchase decision. Blakeman (2018) describes the integrated
marketing process for businesses to develop. The marketing process follows how consumers
come to the decision to purchase a product or service. The creative strategy statement describes
the target audience, the competition, and the key consumer benefit. This is beneficial to my
research so I can understand the needs of the users and what my client’s business has to offer
them. This research will aid in the marketing of the content on the client’s website.
The website will need to have a good foundation of design principles as well. Beaird
(2010) writes about joining the aesthetic and the functionality of design when designing
websites. Good design draws the user to the content, makes the pages easy to navigate, and is
recognized as existing on the same site. Beaird writes design trends are time-limited but design
conventions are timeless. Beaird covers layout and composition, color, texture, typography, and
imagery and how to use these stylize using these tools to convey what you want through your
website. Design decisions should be made with a purpose behind them and knowing the effect of
styles helps make those decisions. Similarly, the function of the website needs to have a purpose.
Krug (2014) details the need for designing websites that are usable. He outlines the ways in
which users are led by designs and how designs are catered to the way users think. Krug informs
the designer of breadcrumbs, signposts, large blocks of text, and how the user browses pages.
Good designers understand how users work and make the functionality of a site easy for users to
understand. Krug also warns against using large blocks of text as people are more likely to scan

than read the content. Both sources are good starting points for creating the design of a website
following conventions that users understand.
To redesign a website, the goals and purpose need to be understood. Marketing research
can be conducted to understand the goals and purpose of a website. The insight gathered from
marketing research is dependent on the quality of the questions asked. Care must be taken when
crafting the questions for a questionnaire to eliminate bias and gather the information you are
looking for. There needs to be harmony between the design and the functionality as well. When
designing websites, using conventions that serve the purpose of the business makes for good web
design. Usable web pages follow conventions that make sense to the users without them having
to think about it. With these principles in mind, any website can succeed.
Part III – Proposed Activity
My Honors Project will also serve as my Synthesis Project for my major. I will work with
the local business, Graphic Arts Consulting, to build a static website to serve their needs.
Throughout the course of the project, I will deliver wireframes, prototypes, code files, and a
guide to updating the website in the future. To come to a place to create these deliverables, I will
create an integrated marketing framework that will aid in deciding how to approach the website
as well as researching styles fitting the industry of the client. To gain user insights, I use the
framework to understand what consumers need from a solution and how to include those in the
marketing strategy. The insights I hope to gain will inform the decision of what to include on the
website to appeal to Graphic Art Consulting’s client base.
The first phase of the project is to talk with the client and develop the integrated
marketing framework for Mr. Spontelli’s services. Through the resources provided to me by Mr.

Spontelli and through talking with him, I will gain a deeper understanding of the services he
provides. I will ask questions about the process of how consumers make the decision to hire the
business’s services. From there I will consider the creative strategy and branding of the business
as is. These are all connected to who the users are, and how they will use and see the website as
it connects to Graphic Arts Consulting.
In the next phase, I will need to do research on the templates and styles that would most
fit the business while avoiding trends that will be dated quickly. The major point of comparison
will be the Color Consulting website that stands as a competitor and an example of what a color
consulting website could look like. Here I will observe the lessons of Krug and Beaird in
designing a website for the client. Krug (2014) teaches the approach of designing websites in a
way that makes sense to the users and taking advantage of conventions to lead the user as to what
you wish them to see. From Beaird (2010), I will use technical principles for creating eye
catching websites while retaining usability. Bly (2018) also gives tips on how to use websites to
market for consulting businesses like Graphic Arts Consulting like utilizing lead generation and
call-to-action. With these, I will be prepared to achieve the visual communication goals and
objectives of Graphic Arts Consulting
The final phase of the project is to work with the client, Chuck Spontelli, to develop the
website for his business. From Ritter and Winterbottom (2017), I can decide the kinds of
wireframes and prototypes I will give to the client. I will sketch wireframes for Mr. Spontelli to
choose from and from there he will choose which ones he likes the most. I will then create highfidelity prototypes and send them for approval. The next steps will be to write the code for the
website and include the content Mr. Spontelli had previously sent me. By the end, I will compose
a PDF document with screenshots of the process to make light updates to the website and use

clarifying text to write the process. Mr. Spontelli and I have agreed to keep in close contact
throughout the semester as we work on the project. We have agreed to meet every few weeks to
update the progress of the project and email in between if needed. Mr. Spontelli will be
providing me with the images and text content for the site. Some will be up to my discretion, but
others will need to be included as part of the agreement.
Part IV - Methodology
This project is interdisciplinary work so it will need to be approached with different
methodologies in mind. The first is that of my major, Visual Communication Technology. I will
be utilizing the visual design skills and techniques I have learned over the course of my
undergraduate education. I will be using design principles outlined in Krug (2014) and Beaird
(2010), blending both the functional and aesthetic aspects of web design. The secondary focus
will be marketing, specifically using integrated market communication to enhance the design of
the website. For this, I will consult Blakeman (2018) in her writing on how to prepare an
integrated marketing process. I will create a framework for what the users need from a solution
and how the website will help fulfill those needs. The project will require both verbal and written
communication to communicate my ideas with the client, my advisors, and the defense board
when my project is finished. I will also utilize the project and time management skills required to
work in design fields and are essential for freelancing work. With these interdisciplinary skills, I
will be able to achieve the visual communication goals and objectives of Graphic Arts
Consulting.
Part V – Expected Results

Graphic Arts Consulting is expected to receive a functioning website to market the
business and a document on how to make minor updates and alterations to the site after the
project is finished. The expectation is that the client will not need another website until the
business decides on rebranding. Another expectation for the business is that interested parties
will maintain and grow interest in the business’ services. Mr. Spontelli will be able to make
minor changes to the website as needed with help from the guide I provide.
The expectation is that my professional skills will grow through this service-learning
opportunity. I will have an opportunity to serve the community by partnering with a local
business. The expectation is that it will mirror freelance work and allow me to add a significant
piece to my portfolio. The experience that comes with a freelance project will be helpful in
finding a job after graduation. The Honors Project will allow me to both spotlight and increase
my communication and planning skills. The presentation at the end of the project brings the
expectation that I can defend my ideas and work in a professional environment.

Honors Project Timeline
Fall Semester 2021 & Spring Semester 2022
08.26.2021 - 12.10.2021 & 1.10.22 - 4.29.22

OVERVIEW
This is a project timeline for the Honors Project applied research based on the collaboration
between Trinidad Montez and Chuck Spontelli. The purpose of which is to create a new website
for Chuck’s business, Graphic Arts Consulting. Chuck wants a modern, non-Wordpress website.
The purpose is to utilize the knowledge of the visual communication technology to create a
website to meet the needs of the client.

GOALS AND DELIVERABLES
Honors College Deliverables and Goals
1.

Honors Project Timeline

2. Annotated Bibliography
3. Project Proposal
4. Second Faculty Advisor
5. Project Rough Draft
6. Defending the project and final draft
Client Deliverables and Goals
1.

Wireframes and prototypes, submitted for approval

2. Hard coded website with a modern, updated design and content - mobile responsive
3. Guide to updating the website

MILESTONES - FALL SEMESTER
Week 1 - August 30th - September 5th
No meeting with Laney yet. Exchanged emails and set up the first meeting.

Week 2 - September 6th - 12th

Met with Laney Fugett on Wednesday, September 8th.
-

Confirmed the overall direction of the Honors Project: Applied Research Project

-

Trinidad will go through the modules Brainstorming, Choosing an Advisor, and Applied
Research Project

-

Trinidad will go through the client listing, as well as brainstorm classes, organizations, and
business to work with.

-

Trinidad will start the first three chapter of “Learning Through Service”

Week 3 - September 13th - 19th
-

Trinidad will go through the modules Brainstorming, Choosing an Advisor, and Applied
Research Project

-

Trinidad will go through the client listing, as well as brainstorm classes, organizations, and
business to work with.

-

Trinidad will start the first three chapter of “Learning Through Service”

Week 4 - September 20th - 26th
Met with Laney on Wednesday, September 22nd.
-

Read first to chapters of “Learning Through Service,” will continue reading

-

Trinidad to will reach out to a couple of potential clients on the provided listing

-

Trinidad and Laney went over the deliverables for 4980: the project timeline, the
annotated bibliography, and project proposal

Week 5 - September 27th - October 3rd
Trinidad emailed Laney a question about the annotated bibliography on Thursday, September
30th
-

Trinidad started work on the annotated bibliography and the timeline

Week 6 - October 4th - 10th
Trinidad reached out to The Graphic Arts Consulting and The Giving Circuit to talk about
collaborating

Week 7 - October 11th - 17th
Met with Laney on Wednesday, October 13th.

-

Trinidad will get in contact with Chuck Spontelli from Graphic Arts Consulting to discuss
working together for the Synthesis portion of the applied research project

Trinidad met with Chuck Spontelli of Graphic Arts Consulting to discuss collaboration
-

Discussed his needs as a business in terms of the site and what Chuck’s business does

Week 8 - October 18th - 24th
Thursday, October 21
-

Laney and I emailed about the searching for secondary honors project advisors, looked at
the Marketing department page for the faculty members

-

Continued to work on previous points

Week 9 - October 25th - 31st
Met with Laney on Wednesday, October 27th.
-

Meeting with Chuck - possibly rebranding, new website, possibly marketing ( business to
business marketing), probably will be client for the Spring 2022 semester - will need to
clarify the "marketing" component - marketing plan, social media, email template, etc.

-

Trinidad will continue to research

-

Trinidad will continue research for secondary advisor, narrowing down the options

Week 10 - November 1st - 7th
Trinidad will continue to work on previously stated things.

Week 11 - November 8th - 14th
Met with Chuck on Wednesday to discuss deliverables and compensation
-

Decided to work together on the website only and the appropriate compensation

Met with Laney on Wednesday, November 10th.
-

Trinidad will meet with Chuck again to iron out details

-

Will continue to work on Honors Project deliverables

-

Will reach out to a faculty member about being secondary advisor

Week 12 - November 15th - 21st
Met with Chuck Spontelli on Tuesday, November 16th

-

Went over the details for next semester and made a timeline for deliverables

Trinidad reached out to Dr. Titus about becoming a secondary advisor on Friday, November 19th
-

Continued to work on timeline and annotated bibliography

Week 13 - November 22nd - 28th
Met with Laney on Monday, November 22nd.
-

Trinidad will continue to work on the project deliverables

-

Trinidad is waiting on a response from Dr. Titus

Week 14 - November 29th - December 5th
-

Met with Dr. Philip Titus on 11/2 to discuss bringing him on as my secondary project
advisor
-

-

Agreed to aid in my marketing research

Continue working on the timeline, proposal, and annotated bibliography

Week 15 - December 6th - December 10th
-

Trinidad will continue working on the project deliverables for the due date 12/13/21 at 5pm

December 13th, 2021 5pm - Deliverables are due

MILESTONES - SPRING SEMESTER
Week 1 - January 10th - 16th
Meeting on Wednesday, January 12th.
-

Chuck will send the website materials - text, images, etc.

-

Trinidad will bring website templates and styles for Chuck to look at

Trinidad will begin work on the marketing framework through the rest of the semester

Week 2 - January 17th - 23rd
Meeting on Wednesday, January 19th.

-

Trinidad will produce multiple wireframes for Chuck’s approval

Week 3 - January 24th - 30th
No meeting this week. Trinidad will work on the prototypes.

Week 4 - January 31st - Feb 6th
Meeting on Wednesday, February 2nd.
-

Trinidad will submit prototypes for Chuck’s approval

-

First payment for the project

Week 5 - February 7th - 13th
Meeting if there are any revisions for the prototypes on Wednesday, February 9th

Week 6 - February 14th - 20th
No meeting this week. Trinidad will work on the coding.

Week 7 - February 21st - 27th
No meeting this week. Trinidad will work on the coding.

Week 8 - February 28th - March 6th
Meeting on Wednesday, March 2nd.
-

Trinidad will show the progress on the hardcoded website

-

2nd payment for the project

Week 9 - March 7th - 13th
No meeting this week. Trinidad will work on the coding.

Week 10 - March 14th - 20th
No meeting this week. Trinidad will work on the coding.

Week 11 - March 21st -27th
Meeting on Wednesday, March 23rd.

-

Trinidad will show the progress on the hardcoded website

-

3rd payment for the project

Week 12 - March 28th - April 3rd
No meeting this week. Trinidad will work on the coding.

Week 13 - April 4th - 10th
Meeting on Monday, April 4th.
-

Site goes live today

-

Trinidad will hand over a website update guide for Chuck

Week 14 - April 11th - 17th
Review and refine Honors Project paper

Week 15 - April 18th - 22nd
Honors Project due and defense of Honors Project
-

Honors Defense April 20th at 9-10 AM

Researching a Marketing Strategy and
Building a Website for Graphic Arts
Consulting
Methodology
As described in the proposal, the primary focus of this project is the completion of a
visual communication solution for a client. The interdisciplinary application is the completion of
a theoretical marketing framework to supplement the design of the webpage. The project itself
would follow the design process as is standard in the industry. Through the project, I followed
the steps of discover, define, develop, and deliver as described by the Design Council (2019) and
used as a standard in design industries. The process is segmented into four sections based on
gathering information about the problem, defining the problem, developing a solution, and
delivering the final design either for testing or launch.
This is the process I followed over the course of the project because this was what was
taught across my course programs. The process is important to developing the solution. The first
stage of the double diamond process is discovery (Design Council, 2019). In this stage, I met
with the client to discuss his needs for a visual communication solution, what the objectives
would be, and what the goals of the website were. I also learned more about the services that
Graphic Arts Consulting provides and how it would appeal to its clients. Through this stage, I
gathered information that would be relevant to the marketing framework discussed further on in
the paper. In a previous iteration of the project, I had meant to gather information through
marketing research I would perform with former clients of Graphic Arts Consulting and other

print businesses in the area, but the client declined to allow me to contact them. Having gathered
the relevant information, I moved onto the next stage of the process.
The definition stage of the double diamond design process is the definition of the
problem (Design Council, 2019). During this stage, I was focused on defining the visual
communication problem Graphic Arts Consulting faced. This is where I introduced the
interdisciplinary aspect of the project. To supplement the marketing research I was unable to
perform, I wrote up documentation for the application of a theoretical marketing framework. I
used both the buyer decision process, creative strategy statement, and branding statement. The
buyer decision process illustrated by Kotler and Armstrong (2014) describes how consumers
make buying decisions by examining the choices they make before, during, and after buying.
Using this helps to define the direction I would need to take with the website. It helped to
demonstrate the key points of the services of Graphic Arts Consulting and highlight what the
website needed to focus on. Further, I included a section about the creative strategy and branding
of Graphic Arts Consulting based on the work of Blakeman (2018) about integrated marketing
communications. The creative strategy statement and the branding helped create a vision of the
current and future visual aspects of the business. After crafting these aspects into a marketing
framework, it was time to start on the design stage of the project.
The next stage of the development stage is where ideas from the discovery and definition
stages are expanded upon. The Design Council (2019) expresses that this stage is about giving
answers to clearly defined problems. Here is what is often associated with the design process.
The creation of wireframes, prototypes, and designs. Most of the work for this project happened
in this stage. As described by Ritter and Winterbottom (2017), the supporting documents must be
appropriate for the project. Because of the length and scope of the project for Graphic Arts
Consulting. I created wireframes and prototypes, gaining feedback and changing the design

based on the feedback from the client. The discussion of the shape of the website with the client
worked with the completed marketing framework toward the final design. After confirming the
prototypes, I began working on the hard coding of the website. I also received feedback at
several progress meetings through the semester as I worked toward the final design.
This final stage of the methodology is the delivery of the solution, which involves testing
and revisions as needed (Design Council, 2019). At the designated date, the client and I met to
complete the final testing of the website and launch. Since the client did not want to involve
those of his clientele with the project, I did not have the chance to test the efficacy of design
before its launch. We tested the site and made the final updates to the design and the copy. To
add the site files to the server, I used an FTP client to upload the files.
Reflection
The Honors Project is the culmination of the knowledge and skills gained over the course
of my education. It is the demonstration of critical thinking and communication skills and the
integration of skills across disciplines. The project's strengths included the demonstration of
these skills, the demonstration of skills relevant to visual communication, the application of
research to existing problems, the reinforcement of the need for industry-relevant skills and
processes, and the completion of a service project to fill the needs of a small business.
Though I had intended to complete marketing research during the project, my client
expressed discomfort with the idea of me contacting his clientele. This meant that the project was
limited in its scope of interdisciplinary connection to marketing. While I am satisfied with the
marketing framework I developed, I feel as though the marketing research could have elevated
the project and the end deliverable. Using marketing research would have also reached a stronger
conclusion for the research of the Honors Project.

Conclusions
The results of the project are available for public view. The Graphic Arts Consulting’s
website is live and after the completion of the project, the client said he would forward the new
site to his clients. With the approval of the client, I can rate this project as a success. Several
conclusions can be drawn from the completion of the project. First, it could be assumed that the
direction of the project would have been improved by using market research. The use of market
research would have allowed concrete ideas about the decisions and thoughts of the consumers
instead of a theoretical framework. If I had been able to contact the client’s consumers, I would
have had a better evaluation of the solution.
Next, this project has implications for future research. This project established that using
marketing processes in design work allows for a better product. An interesting extension of the
research from this project would be to measure the efficacy of following a marketing framework
versus using marketing research to create a visual communication solution. This line of research
could establish which means of marketing is more beneficial to the design process. The
implication of this research would either reinforce or create a breakthrough in the necessity of
marketing research.

Integrated Marketing Communications
Framework for Graphic Arts Consulting
The buyer decision process illustrated by Kotler and Armstrong (2014) describes how consumers
make buying decisions by examining the choices they make before, during, and after buying. In
this framework, I endeavored to understand the needs of the consumer for Graphic Arts
Consulting. Using this process, it can be understood the unique position of the offering of the
business in relation to other solutions. It also describes how the services are used by the
consumer.
The creative strategy statement and branding statement as described by Blakeman (2018) tells
the target audience, competition, key consumer benefit, and the branding elements of Graphic
Arts Consulting. The description of these clarifies where the business currently exists and guides
where the final solution of the project ends.

Buyer Decision Process
Need Recognition
1. What creates a need for these services?
A need for these services is created when the color is printed on pieces does not match the
specified printing colors. This is an issue because the color is linked with the brand and clients
want the printed pieces to match the other color pieces of their brand. If the color is out of
calibration on machines, money will be lost by the business.
2. What are the end goals?
The end goal is to have calibrated printing presses that print on the chosen color gamuts.
Sometimes the printing machines do not print in the correct color and need to be calibrated so
they do. The end goal is to have high-quality print pieces to sell to customers and make a profit,
which can only happen if the colors print as needed.
3. How is the website being used?
The website is used to gain information about the services of Graphic Arts Consulting to see
whether it will be able to solve color management problems. The website is being used to decide
on whether to buy these color management services to fix the color problem.
Information Search
1. How am I finding out about these types of services?

I might talk to people in my industry network to discuss how they try to resolve these issues and
if they used any consulting services. I might also try and search for color management services in
my area using the internet.
Purchase Decision
1. What caused this purchase?
As a print manufacturer, I need to make sure the printed pieces are in line with the expectations
of the customer. If the customer is not happy, we could lose money on this job from the cost of
supplies and labor. I need a solution that is accurate and sustainable. It needs to be accurate
because that is the purpose of printing specific colors for companies. It needs to be sustainable so
that I am not paying money for very short periods of upkeep for the solution.
Post Purchase
1. What is the usage of the solution? How often is it used?
The solution is used once when Graphic Arts Consulting comes and calibrates the printing
machines. The solution is reused every time the consumer decides the machines need to be
calibrated again. It will be used by the print operator who runs the machine and calibrates it.
2. Does the solution provide satisfying results? Does it solve the problem?
The solution provides results that meet the needs of the consumer by solving the problem and
being a sustainable solution.
3. Is the solution being used in the expected way?
The solution is being used in the expected way.

Creative Strategy Statement
The Target Audience
The target audience of the solution is printing businesses who use Offset, Flexography, or Digital
Printing and those inside the print industry who specialize in color. The printing businesses will
print in CMYK and spot colors. Businesses will be printing in large volumes and in large format
and sheet-fed and web-fed printing presses.
The audience will understand ISO standards, printing machines and formats, and CMYK ink
tones. They will understand technical terminology relating to the printing industry.
The Competition
The competition is other print consulting and color management businesses. Competitors will
likely specialize in certain types of printing, as well as only work on select printing machines.

Graphic Arts Consulting is different from the competition because it services many different
types of printing presses. For digital presses, Graphic Arts Consulting services FUJI, XITRON,
KODAK, ESKO, AGFA, EFI, HP, HARLEQUIN, and SCREEN. They also service Roland,
Heidelberg, and RMGT printing presses. Graphic Arts Consulting also seeks to make calibration
a sustainable practice for its clients, unlike other businesses that have to continually perform
maintenance and upkeep on the solutions.
The Key Consumer Benefit
The key consumer benefit is the proprietary software and a sustainable solution that the business
can run after training and installation. Another key consumer benefit is that Graphic Arts
Consulting handles almost all printing machines, except for home-printing machines.

Branding
Brand Image
The brand image is meant to separate Graphic Arts Consulting from the competition. When the
project started, the client did not have any specified brand guidelines. From the client, I was told
to create a brand that was colorful and fun while also being professional. It needs to be bright to
represent the colors that he manages while also remaining professional and showing expertise.
The Visual / Verbal Brand
The logo is meant to represent a color reading of a spectrometer. Those in the printing industry
will be able to recognize what the logo is and its meaning. The font used on the logo is an
unknown sans serif font. Sans serif fonts are perceived as clean and modern, which is what the
brand is meant to represent.
There is no slogan associated with the brand. The client made no effort to include a slogan. I
believe that he does not think he needs a slogan or has thought about it.
Brand Loyalty
There is not much brand loyalty other than through proprietary software. If the software were to
stop working or needs tweaking, or the business forgets how to use it, then Graphic Arts
Consulting will need to be the one contacted and their services used. Brand loyalty can be
achieved by keeping in frequent contact with the consumer to monitor the efficacy of the
solution and to offer support otherwise.
A retention strategy that Graphic Arts Consulting can use is to update their clients about their
activities at printing conferences like the Flexography conference. They could also keep clients
up to date about the status of the printing standard they devised and whether it is going to be
adopted internationally. These things will keep the business’ interest and add to Graphic Arts
Consulting’s professional image.
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Prototypes

https://www.figma.com/proto/q7Wi2mgc4QEdWFttZ9YXnn/GraphicArts-Consulting-Web?node-id=2%3A2&scaling=min-zoom&pageid=0%3A1&starting-point-node-id=2%3A2

https://www.figma.com/proto/DinmiEKlO1SkKJequxLPEV/Graphic-ArtsConsulting-Mobile?node-id=2%3A2&starting-point-node-id=2%3A2
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Website

https://colortuneup.com/

Annotated Bibliography
Beaird, J. (2010). The Principles of Beautiful Web Design. SitePoint Pty. Ltd.
This book describes the technical principles that guide making aesthetic and functional
websites. The author describes creating balance and avoiding trends because the aesthetic
of a site makes an impression. The book discusses things such as layout and composition,
color, texture, typography, and imagery. This source is written by a person from the
industry as a front-end developer with 10 years of experience, as of 2010. This book also
sources the websites referenced in the footnotes, which is a good sign. The content is
unbiased and standard as the content is what has been taught through the VCT courses.
This source is good for my project because it provides an academic basis for the aesthetic
choice I will make while designing the site for Graphic Arts Consulting. It will also serve
as a reference point when defending my design both to the client and in the defense of my
honors project.
Blakeman, R. (2018). Integrated Marketing Communication: Creative Strategy from idea to
implementation. Rowman & Littlefield.
This source discusses the integrated marketing process in starting and running a business.
The author describes the different types of marketing and how they fit into the marketing
plans of a business. Part of the process that is important here is the marketing process, the
creative strategy statement, and the branding of the business. The creative strategy
statement describes the target audience, the competition, and the key consumer benefit.
The branding section discusses how the consumers will see the company through
branding efforts. This is a reliable source of information because Blakeman is a professor

of advertising and marketing at the University of Tennessee Knoxville. Blakeman has
published multiple books on marketing and much of the information is standardized for
the marketing industry.
Bly, R. W. (2018). The Digital Marketing Handbook: A Step-By-Step Guide to Creating
Websites

That Sell. Entrepreneur Press.

This source is a book about digital marketing for different types of businesses. The author
describes marketing practices on websites that work best for the type of service or
product a company is putting out. I used the fourth chapter, which describes the practices
for business-to-business companies. The author describes the lead generation for
consulting business websites and how owning a website for a business as a consultant or
freelancer yields more income than those who don’t. This is a reliable source because the
author has a long career in copywriting and internet marketing, with a large portfolio of
work. The source might be somewhat biased because he uses his own website as the
example for this section of the chapter. Despite it being biased it still works as a good
tool for describing from a marketing point of view how to market a consulting website.
This will be a good addition to the report because it gives specific instructions for the
thing I am producing. It can be used to defend my choices for the website.
Color consulting. Color Consulting. (n.d.). Retrieved from https://www.colorconsulting.com/.
This source is a website that is in the same business as my client. I chose this source
because I could use it as a source of comparison for what competitors do with their
websites. The first thing I noticed is that the design is dynamic and modern, making use
of moving parts around the page. Another thing I noticed is the page makes use of a lot of

interesting colors, which makes sense considering the business. Mr. Spontelli asked that I
design a website for him that is both colorful and professional. When comparing the two,
I found that the client’s page had a lot of heavy text and did not clearly articulate his
services compared to his competitor. This website will be a good point of reference for
the client and myself when working on the synthesis project.
Cress, C. M., Collier, P. J., Reitenauer, V. L. (2005). Learning Through Serving: A Student
Guidebook for Service-learning Across the Disciplines. Stylus Publishing.
The first three chapters from this book describe the use and purpose of using service
learning in an academic environment. The first chapter describes what service-learning is
and why it is a valuable teaching experience compared to a traditional environment. The
second chapter describes the relationship between the community and the student as well
as how to maintain the relationship and the importance of communication. The third
chapter discusses the “common good” of the community and explores the relationship
between the individual, the group, and the community. Since it is a published and peerreviewed book about service-learning, I believe this source is reliable. The goal of this
source is to teach students about the benefits of service-learning and how to best achieve
it. This book is relevant to my project because the synthesis course I am undertaking is a
service-learning project. In addition, this book heavily states the importance of good
verbal and written communication with your community contacts, which is also a value
that is important to the Honors College. This source clarifies how I should approach this
project and those similar things that I may do in the future.
Davis, M. (2021, August 25). Why color is a management issue. WhatTheyThink. Retrieved
from https://whattheythink.com/articles/107313-why-color-management-issue/.

This article makes the argument that upper management should be included in the
process of color management. The article details a short history of color management,
recent trends in color management, and the future of it. Before computer to press
technology, there were departments devoted to comparing the color of the print to that of
the plate, but the print industry is on the decline. The author argues that color
management is important to have upper management invested in color management
because it can make print jobs and employees more valuable to the company. Color is
important at every step of the process so it should be carefully overseen. I believe this
article is reliable if biased. It is reliable because it is written by an industry professional
and published by a well-known industry website. The reason this article is biased is
because the author is the president of a color management company. This source is
important to my research because it is related to the industry of my client. The type of
company the author is the president does the same thing as what Mr. Spontelli does. It is
important to understand the relevancy of his work when designing his site.
Design Council. (2019, September 10). What is the framework for Innovation? Design Council's
evolved double diamond. Design Council. Retrieved from
https://www.designcouncil.org.uk/news-opinion/what-framework-innovation-designcouncils-evolved-double-diamond
This source describes the double diamond design process and the proposed improvements
by Design Council. This source describes the method that most design projects follow.
The process has four stages labeled as discover, define, develop, and deliver. The point of
these stages is to understand the problem, define what it is, and work toward creating a
solution and testing the effectiveness of the solution. This is the process stressed in the
production of creative projects and is relevant to the design aspect of my project. It is a
standard in the industry. The Design Council is an organization focused on creating

sustainable designs that affect real-world changes. It is a reliable source because it is a
thought leader in the design world.
Garrett, J. J. (2011). The Elements of User Experience: User-Centered Design for the Web and
Beyond (Second Edition). New Riders.
In this source, the author, Garrett, describes the elements of user-centered design for
interactive media and how it is connected to user experience. The chapter I focused on
was the fourth chapter. It describes defining the scope of the project. It is important to
know what the project is and is not so work can be focused on its implementation rather
than trying to figure out what is needed with no plan. The author advises being specific
about functionality and content requirements and prioritizing these over other features in
development. I would say this source is reliable because the author is a big name in user
experience and design and has worked on design with large companies such as Apple,
Microsoft, and Twitter. This source helps clarify the scope of the project I am working
on. I can use this as a reference when making a feature list of the functionality and
content requirements for the client. It also serves as a basis for design defense and can
help stop scope creep.
Gibson, M. (2012). Learning from web design trends through the years. Design Week (Online
Edition), 4.
This source describes trends in web design and principles of good web design. The author
critiques the trend of grid and fixed width despite the rise of mobile. He also critiques
websites that are aesthetic but not functional and accessible. He talks about how the way
users interact with websites will always determine how they are designed, so we should

allow some flexibility in the way we design. A timeless and flexible design should last
even if there are changes to the medium. This source is reliable as Gibson has been in
user experience at the company Cyber-Ducks for multiple years and leads a UX
production team. This source is important because it outlines the principle that trends are
detrimental to web design. Functional, flexible design will always outlast design fads,
and this is something that is as important in 2012 as it is in 2021. This will allow me to
defend what designs will work for the client when I submit my wireframes and
prototypes.
Graphic Arts Consulting - Print Consulting. Graphic Arts Consulting. (n.d.). Retrieved from
https://colortuneup.com/wp/.
This is the client’s former webpage. It gave me some idea of what Mr. Spontelli was
working with, what he wanted to keep, and what he would like to change. The website
also gave me an idea of what Graphic Arts Consulting was as a business and the services
offered. This will be my jumping off point on understanding the synthesis project.
Hassenzahl, Marc. (2011). User Experience and Experience Design.
https://www.researchgate.net/publication
/259823352_User_Experience_and_Experience_Design.
This source discusses the user experience and the importance of experience design. It
talks about examples of practical experience design and open-ended design. The author
makes the argument that experiences are becoming more sought out over material items
so more research should be devoted to user experience and experience design. He also
makes a point to say that user experience and user design will change as the culture

around experiences changes. These lead to interaction design, the marriage of designing
the experiences of interactable things. This source seems reliable if biased. The author
has written many publications on the topic of user experience and experience design. As
an experienced designer, he might be biased in the shift toward buying experiences rather
than possessions and exaggerating the importance. Otherwise, this makes a good resource
for my research because it reinforces the need for understanding the experience a user is
having when using a product. In this case, I need to understand what people visiting the
website design are getting out of it.
Kotler, P., & Armstrong, G. (2014). Principles of Marketing (15th ed.). Pearson Education.
This book focuses on marketing and the marketing process. It describes things such as the
marketing environment, marketing channels, product development, and the buyer
decision process. I focused on the use of the buyer decision process and the steps it
follows to understand why consumers make the choice to purchase a service or product.
This is relevant to my research as it is applied to the understanding of how to make the
design. Kotler and Armstrong have made a reliable resource as this text is used as a
textbook for marketing courses and has had many editions and revisions to reflect the
current marketing processes. Both authors are lauded marketing professionals with a lot
of sway in the academic research around marketing to this source can be trusted in the
information it provides about marketing.
Krug, S. (2014). Don’t Make Me Think Revisited: A Common Sense Approach to Web and
Mobile Usability. New Riders.
This book focuses on the functional aspects of building websites. As opposed to Beaird’s
book which focuses on aesthetic design, this covers the concepts of psychological aspects

of design and making websites functional and understandable. Some of the design
elements are congruent because they are core principles, but Krug also touches on how
we interact with the web and how that should affect our designs. The crux of this source
is making websites intuitive and accessible because when users need to think about them,
they tend to get frustrated. The author is a reliable source as he has more than twenty
years of experience as a usability consultant and this is the second edition of this book,
updated to add mobile design considering the rise of cell phones with internet access. The
author has consulted companies such as Apple, Bloomberg.com, and NPR, among others,
so he can be trusted as an expert in the field. Like Beaird’s book, this book will be used
as a central guide in the decision-making process when determining the function of the
client’s site. It will be crucial in the defense of my design and in my honors project.
Miller, R. K., Washington, K. D., & Richard K. Miller & Associates. (2016). Business-tobusiness Marketing 2016-2017: Vol. 2nd edition. Richard K. Miller & Associates.
This source is the fifth chapter in a book on business-to-business marketing and
specifically digital marketing in this chapter. This chapter covers results from a 2015
Salesforce survey about digital business-to-business marketing. The most important
insights from this source are the percentage of effectiveness for digital marketing means.
Having a website as a marketing tool was seen as very effective by 61% of surveyed and
somewhat effective by 21%. This means that having a website to advertise a business is
still an important thing for most B2B companies. The most important tools for crafting
user experience were customer relationship management and mobile applications. It
should also be noted that having a website and using search engine optimization was
more effective for companies when mobile integrated. This source is reliable for this

chapter because it lists the important results of a marketing survey from Salesforce, a
largely reliable customer relationship management company. The survey might be biased
toward customer relationship management based on the company though, which should
be considered when using the data. This source is relevant to my project because it lists
the main aspects of our approach to marketing for this project, having a website for a
service or product, using search engine optimization, and being mobile optimized.
Palanisamy, R., & Liu, Y. (2018). User Search Satisfaction in Search Engine Optimization: An
Empirical Analysis. Journal of Services Research, 18(2), 83–120.
This source is a research report on user satisfaction for search engine optimization. The
findings of this research have a couple of implications, the first of which says that users
are more satisfied with receiving results in a sorted order. The source found that 50% of
users clicked the first link and another 25% clicked the second link, implying that
websites with good search engine optimization are effective in reaching users. The
authors defined the best practices for search engine optimization as having original
content, focusing on strong webpage design, having few advertisements, regular updates,
and linking to social networks. I believe this source is semi-reliable and unbiased. The
reason for being semi-reliable is the youth of this topic of research. Search engine
optimization changes as quickly as the web changes, so more research will need to be
done to capture the changes. This source is important because it informs my decision on
how to use search engine optimization in this project. I do not have control over the
client’s social media presence, but I can use this information to strengthen the structure of
the website and ensure the content is original.

Print Access Printers Directory. Print Access. (n.d.). Retrieved from
https://www.printaccess.com/about.
This source is a website that has a directory of printmakers which can be sorted by the
type of print and location. The main purpose of the website is to find printmakers to print
your products. This source is helpful because it can help me get in contact with
printmakers to interview about color management and the issues they might have during
the press run. This will allow me to add my own research to the report and better inform
me when making the decisions about what to add to the website.
Ritter, M., & Winterbottom, C. (2017). UX for the Web. Packt Publishing.
This source describes having user experience in mind every step of the way when
designing for the web. The specific chapter I focused on was the seventh chapter of the
book which touches on using UX when creating supporting documents, wireframes, and
prototypes. It describes the aspects of prototyping from interactive to graphical to content
fidelity. The source also describes what prototype is appropriate to make based on the
situation. This source can help me decide on how to approach making my prototypes for
the client and what would be appropriate for this project. This source is reliable as both
authors have worked for several years in the user experience field. This source works for
this project as it will provide a defense to the client and in my report as to my decisions
for my deliverables.
Stevens, R. E., Loudon, D. L., Ruddick, M. E., Wrenn, B., & Sherwood, P. K. (2006). The
Marketing Research Guide: Vol. 2nd ed. Routledge.

This source is a book that talks about conducting marketing research. The chapter that I
used is the sixth chapter that focuses on designing the method for collecting marketing
data. The chapter describes the goals for making a questionnaire and the types of
questions one could use. This chapter gives thorough details on how to create questions
that will gather data that is important to your research. The author makes a note that the
reliability and validity of the survey is dependent on the questions asked. I believe that
this source is reliable and unbiased in its content. Several of the authors have multiple
publications about marketing and business. I believe it to be unbiased because the authors
take time to note that survey results can be biased by the questions asked, which means
they are aware that biases can leak into the content. This source will be helpful in
creating my interview questions for the printmakers I hope to interview. It could be used
to guide and defend the questions and questionnaire I craft.

